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Abstract:

These written words represent the internal experiences that have comprised my inner
self since my early childhood growing up in Montortal, Spain. In my mind there is an
endless battle between the reality of consciousness and the surreality of the
subconscious. I am trying to manage the challenges of the past, live in the present, and
give the future a new understanding of how to connect and communicate through
different genres with an emphasis on painting. The production of my work is meant to
change how art is created and viewed today.

The Artist, Jose Enrique Portas, in his studio. May 2011.
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Introduction:

The mind, eye and hand of the artist are the tools that construct the beauty that hides in
my soul. These tools make it possible for my thesis work to interact, clash and exist
coherently in one space. At the same time, my artwork strives to transport the audience
to a different realm allowing them to communicate with the pieces on a different level of
consciousness.
The complexity of my paintings, sculptures, installation and performance reflect my
persona, not focusing on one thing only, but many. The application of multiple scenarios
allows the fabrication of different stages in oneʼs imagination, open to anybody, to be
interpreted in different ways.

All these layers of an ongoing cycle of life and death

create parallels that form a dialog of duality. This is one of the points that I want to
make; multiple relationships run along at the same time in different ways.

Some

examples of this are: conceptual versus literal; narrative versus the untold, or unspoken;
defined space versus the void; peripheral versus central. As chaotic as it seems, there
is an order that aligns and structures the thoughts in the mind, things observed by the
eye, and actions delivered by the hand. The persuasion of an enigmatic story told and
untold permits the fulfillment of the essence of my senses. The associations of duality
and dialog between two figures, social implications, importance of the landscape,
reflection of imagery, dream quality, importance of location and the roots of the artist are
all present in my work.
This group of pieces also contains historical and contemporary references that support
my artistic choices as well as technical aspects of how the paintings were delivered and
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different approaches used.

Other issues involved are the significance of the color

palette, composition, brushes, medium, and how these techniques as a whole have
been carried into this body of work.
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Section I: Context

MY PICTORIAL WORLD

Since I was a child, I had the sensibility to look at things differently. I never knew what
or how these things came across or in contact with me, but I knew that I had the ability
to create things in a different way. I remember creating scenarios to play and fabricating
passages that never existed. Probably the reason for imagining all these scenarios was
due to being an only child living with my grandparents in a very small town with nothing
else to do but create a fictional world for myself. My created characters became my
friends in my playground.
In an essay that I read by Rosalind Krauss entitled “Photographic Conditions of
Surrealism” 1 , she provides an interesting point of view regarding surrealistic
photography that aligns itself with my thesis work.

I agree with her comments that

interpretations of reality are not surrealist photographs, in fact, they are a presentation
of the real world as we see it. This comment goes along with the thinking and ideas that
I carry in my pictorial work. What this means is to be in a childʼs mind where there
exists the purity of the uncut, a lack of a frame or cropping, and a limited awareness of
his/her actions.
The works that I have done recently would never be the same if I did not carry the
experiences that comprise my inner self since early childhood. Later in life reality tried

1

Rosalind Krauss.e Photographic Conditions of Surrealism. October, Vol. 19 (Winter, 1981), pp. 3-34 Published by
e MIT Press.
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to stomp upon the dreamer in me informing me that dreams did not exist. I proved to
reality that dreams indeed exist and coexist in the most powerful form called art. My art
represents the reflection of the world today living parallel with my imagination.

The

worlds of dreams and fantasies that existed in my childhood are part of the direction of
my art. Memories mixed with social and cultural entities are the forces directing me to
engage in the creation of such complex works. At first glance they are representations
of pictorial imagery but beneath the representational imagery exists a profound narrative
that talks about the life of the artist and humankind, in general. Personal and historical
events often emerge from my subconscious and emphasize the psychological forces
that preceded, contributed to, or resulted from these events and how they contributed to
my personal growth.
Before me, other artists explored the ideas of dreams, the uncanny, and uncertainty.
There exist many essays, books and articles written about the concerns of the unknown
and the role that psychology plays in them.
My ability to work in a variety of disciplines during these past few years has allowed me
to experiment and engage with the materials with which I have I worked. Beneath the
strokes of paint placed onto the canvas and wood, beneath the molded clay, beneath
the art and craft of the papier mâché, and beneath the idea of creating a performance
there exists the revolutionary thought of the imagination.
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SECTION II: EVOLUTION
I: Always Have a Plan B

The reason I created the works that I did was that my plan A fell through. At the end of
the first year of my graduate studies, I had a vision for what my thesis show was going
to be. Under the circumstances that I encountered during that first year, I realized that
my chosen thesis topic, “VOID”, was going to be an unrealistic goal. Time played a big
role in the process of making this project a success and limited the spontaneity and
freedom necessary for some of the materials used during the process. This in turn
would negatively impact the fluidity of the ideas and thoughts involved in production.
During the summer of 2010 I started thinking about many scenarios and possible
outcomes for the thesis. Reviewing the committee comments preserved on a recorded
tape, recent papers, and works from my first year of graduate studies; I started to put all
the puzzle pieces together. As one of my professors suggested, I needed a topic that
was less destructive and negative and less broad. At the time, I was not in agreement
with the comments but they did make me think about that moment in my life and the
experience of being a graduate student.

Previously, I would not have thought that I

would be here today completing one of my biggest dreams. I waited too long to dream
like the child I left behind. The dreams that were once stowed away are finally seeing
the light of day.

This is the motive that compelled me to do this body of work.

Exploring and showing the different facets of the artist, the representational paintings,
installation and performance depict in a sense, a photographic memory perceiving the
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world of imagination and confronting the reality in which we live.

As I mentioned

previously, the idea behind making this body of work was to create art that was
accessible for the viewers in the sense of interaction as well as confronting them with
the realities that exist around us; not only social or political but also the realities that
exist in the works of art.

To that end, I am trying to initiate a conceptual dialog to

question and answer the presentation of the artwork.
feedback loop for the public to view my work.

Conceptually, I created a

It is not necessary for them to be

consciously aware of this layout. I chose this layout in consideration of how humans
react in different environments and how other people perceive them and act.
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II: THE TITLE AND THE PAINTING OPEN MY EYES

Open My Eyes. Oil on canvas, 36” x 46”. Fall 2010

The evolution of this project was based on the title created for this thesis:
“Transformative Reflections”. In order to produce this body of work I had to first know
the title. In the summer of 2010, I was discussing the basis of my thesis with a few
friends one of them being a former student of Nazareth College and two who are
doctors in two universities here in the Rochester, New York area.

They helped me

investigate different possibilities and suggested that I produce some work during the
summer while thinking about a title. They also recommended that I start writing the
thesis proposal well before the beginning of the fall quarter. I tried but without initial
success. At the end of the summer, I invited my friends to see the last works that I did
during the first year in graduate school as well as previous pieces from my
undergraduate studies.

Going back and forth in a discussion of the works, they
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suggested a couple of titles. I did the same and by the end of the conversation two
words were stuck in the back of my mind: “Transformative Reflections”. The title was
found and I was persuaded by a few early sketches to continue my work.
During the Fall of 2010, I had created an oil painting entitled Open My Eyes. At the
time, I realized that I was heading in the direction of something solid. As it turned out,
some of the components that I needed to start creating the body of work for my thesis
were present in this painting. For example: the creation of the cropping (collage), the
associations of duality and dialog between the two figures, the social implications, the
importance of the landscape, the reflection of the imagery, the dream quality, the
importance of location and the roots of the artist. This painting also contained
references to the arts, past and present. The significance of the color palette is that it is
true to the indigenous hues and shades of my homeland. All of these elements were
carried into my final project.
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III: THE SENSES
Memories flood my senses as I recall the roots of my family tree. I often find myself
nostalgic for the foregone days. I have a vivid memory of the street festivals with the
noise and smell of gunpowder from fireworks coming into the house accompanied by
the sound of the street bandʼs music mixed with the laughter of everyone. I remember
the scents and tastes of the food - a good paella dish being made would fill the whole
house with the most aromatic perfume of cooked rice, vegetables, chicken, seafood,
saffron and rosemary. I miss the feeling of the warm sun on my skin as I would take joy
in picking lemons from my backyard tree to garnish the food. I reminisce about the blue
sky, the sun, the ground, my family and friends and the feeling of freedom of
expression. In an attempt to grasp these memories and make them seem attainable
and current, many of these images are portrayed in my work.
As an artist one must grow and for this reason one must continuously look forward. I
make art because I love to do it, otherwise it wouldnʼt make sense for me to create a
piece of art work. The artwork has to have a feeling, an interior stimulation for self reaffirmation, an interaction between me and the materials, the viewer and the artwork.
When the artwork gets out of me, it is no longer mine but ours. It is like giving life to
something unborn, or dead and forgotten.
The work that I do carries different meanings.

When I look at my art work I cannot

concentrate on one thing only; I always think in multiple directions to determine how a
painting, sculpture, installation or performance should look. The complexity contained
in them rests on boundaries and limitations of the physical and the psychological state
of mind. My body of work also reaffirms the importance of the relationship between the
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spectator and myself on stage. In addition, I want to introduce humor and sarcasm to
establish imaginary boundaries to confront realities beneath the cover of dreams,
between the public and the work and to promote further critical thinking and uneasiness,
by crossing oneʼs comfort zone.
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SECTION III: THE BODY OF WORK

The body of work that I created for this show started to take shape during the summer
of 2010 and was subconsciously influenced by imagery either of historical or cultural
events from my homeland. Altogether, this work is meant to make a statement about
the confrontation between reality and surreality. My intention was to start making sense
of the many ideas in the artwork that I completed in the past.

However, the new

paintings, that I made into the triptych, the installation, the mixed-media and the
performance piece comprised layers made of two and three dimensional forms intended
to engage the public through the actions of touching and reaching or going through a
canvas to explore new venues. For that, I believe that not only a methodic approach of
selection but spontaneity played a role in the process of making the final body of work.
Sometimes ideas come faster than thoughts; leaving a space in between that creates
ways to discover and create new things.

i: Triptych, and the Secrecy of Unveiled Artifacts of the Catholic Church.

The first piece that I created was the triptych.

Much of my thinking was about the

interior and exterior space, and what those spaces represented for me. Some of the
questions that I asked myself about the triptych were; Why am I trying to build such an
iconic piece? What are the expectations, intentions, message, and meaning for such
artwork and the way it is presented? Is it true to the ideas and thoughts that I want to
express in the thesis?
15

Directions Don’t Exist Unless You Change Them. Oil on canvas, 36” x 72”. Exterior view.
2010-2011.

Directions Don’t Exist Unless You Change Them. Oil on canvas, 36” x 72”. Interior view.
2010-2011.
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To start answering all these questions I will go back to the very beginning starting with
the title.

The title “Transformative Reflections” expresses the acceptance of the

continual change of my persona as an individual as well as an artist being reflected
through the accumulative experiences of the past. The transformative aspect of this
piece is the discovery of what is behind a closed or beyond an open door. This also
gives the viewer a bridge to carry oneself to the other side. The sense of stepping in or
stepping out, is in itself another way to connect or disconnect socially, culturally and
politically.
The reflections in this piece offer a reflection of the past and view into the future of the
artist.
Why am I trying to build such an iconic piece? The idea of the triptych came from when
I was an acolyte in the Catholic Church. As a kid I remember the seduction of the
embellishment of the iconography hidden in the sacristy.

That notion of opening a

secret door like a triptych, encrusted with relief imagery of gold and silver on a wood
panel painted with oils was a memory. Remembering the moment of shock upon seeing
the relics behind the doors inspired me to commit to doing such a work. The thought of
hiding precious artifacts from the rest of the public makes one wonder to what extent
things can be shown or what the purpose of it might be. The idea of open and closed
doors is also influenced by other sources. I remember feeling the same way when my
grandparents opened their house door. I encountered the same kind of interior gaze
engaging all my senses. Beyond the idea of the triptych and its doors that open and
close to another realm of wonders the English translation of my family name is “door”
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which, in the faculty of destiny and the subconscious, speaks to possible, hypothetical
connections in this work.
Is it truthful to the core of the ideas and thoughts that I want to express in the thesis?
Yes, it is indeed. One of the main points of the triptych was to invoke thought in the
mind of the viewer. Its exterior content portrays images that speak to traditional art and
landscape while simultaneously displaying a contemporarily conceived representation of
the artist, leaning against a tree, holding a paint brush with the head of his animal spirit,
the eagle. Being a triptych, the viewer must become physically engaged with the piece
through the action of opening the doors to see what is inside. What is discovered is a
dreamlike world, provoking even further thought.
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ii:

Mirroring the Painter and Master Diego Velazquez. Contradictions and
Boundaries with an Illusionistic Approach.

Underlying Boundaries. Mixed Media. Oil on canvas 22” x 22” and
Ceramic 6” x 4” x 16”. 2010-2011.

The second piece that I created for this body of work was the combination of a ceramic
piece and an oil painting. The first preparatory sketches for the ceramic piece were
inspired by the Velazquez painting “Las Meninas”. At the beginning it was intended to
19

become a decorative piece, but as the thesis went along it became an essential part of
the whole. The media helped me mold the boundaries that exist between the two and
three dimensional pieces. Putting these two ideas together enabled me to start thinking
even further to complete the rest of the thesis. This piece is a depiction of the past from
a contemporary point of view.

As the title “Underlying Boundaries” suggests, this

painting/ceramic is the presentation of fundamental issues that underlie the conflicts
between drama and reality; a division of lines created in the piece talks about that
dramatization by extending the three dimensional object to enter or invade the
spectatorʼs space. The contradictions of boundaries that exist in the body of work make
a statement about controversial issues that exist in our societies as well as within an
artist. One of the clues of boundaries is depicted in the top left corner of the painting by
a small painting depicting a scenario of war (the original painting depicted here is one
of my own entitled Enigma of Mankind, 5ʼx6ʼ, oil on canvas). This painting was made in
my undergraduate years.

At the same time, I am characterizing the subject of the

Menina (originally painted by the well known Spanish, master painter, Diego Velazquez)
in a way to suggest that she is “getting out of” or has escaped from the canvas with half
of her face presented as a living human and the other half presented as a skeleton.

I

am bringing to the viewer the underlying tone of the painting through the ceramic,
showing the atrocities of war and the depiction between life and death and how these
issues affect us. At first glance, the viewer may perceive this piece with different ideas.
Art is very subjective and it has no limitations.

The reason I depicted Velazquezʼ

Meninas painting was not only because itʼs one of the most famous paintings in art
history but also because Velazquez also depicted, to some degree, the boundaries
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between social status present in his day.

This kind of intellectual approach on

Velazquezʼ part allowed the viewer to go even further toward creating a space to study
the painting in multiple layers. This is why I wanted to recreate a similar scenario that
demonstrates how the two dimensional and three dimensional relate in the past and
how it relates to the direction of my work.
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iii:

Els Cabuts, Tradition and Folklore. Performance to Invade the “Real”
Space.

Els Cabuts. Papier Mâché, chicken wire, oil, acrylic, spray paint, textiles, metal rolls, and feathers.

The third work that I created for the show was Els Cabuts (The Giant Heads) for a
performance piece.

As soon as I finished the ceramic piece for “Underlying

Boundaries”, I realized that the artwork that I wanted to do had to say something clear
and be bold. For that specific reason I brought the two dimensional characters from my
triptych into the three dimensional space. This gave the artwork life and made it part of
the “real” space. Then I thought about the folklore back in my hometown and how we
used giant heads to lead the festivals. I remembered people gathering in the street as
the big-headed giants went by creating laughs for some and cries of fear for others. As
a child, I was petrified, unable to take my eyes off the giant heads, astonished and
fascinated at the same time, trying to not wake up from that wonderful moment.
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I

thought that by bringing these characters into the real space it would create a different
feeling of how we see things as “normal”.

The main goal for Els Cabuts as a

performance piece was to transform the two-dimensional work into being a threedimensional work that interacted with the audience. It was my intention to create six of
these characters, but time plays a big role in meeting deadlines. In the end, I completed
four of these characters: “The Eye”, “The Alien”, “The Eagle” and “The Knight”. Each
one of these characters represents a facet of myself, the artist; The Eye, is a powerful
tool in the human body with which we perceive the world and send its images to our
brain to be digested and transformed into something else. The Eagle, is an animal that
oversees all from above is my alter ego. As a child, I imagined myself as an Eagle. The
Alien represents an individual of a foreign land, the intruder, the misunderstood but wise
and adaptable to its circumstances. The Knight is a warrior who protects the doors to
the artistʼs mind.
The performance was broken into three parts. The beginning was the unveiling of the
pieces with the performers on the floor sleeping to be a part of the dreams portrayed in
the other pieces of art which I had covered with black cloth. Then, little by a little, the
pieces were uncovered and the dreams invaded the real space. The second part of the
performance involved the sleeping actors awaking and placing the pieces over their
heads, transforming them. Els Cabuts (The Big Heads) then moved around the Gallery
space without talking, but mingling amongst the people to connect with them or invade
their space. The last part of the performance was to remove the papier mâché heads
from the performers who then portrayed themselves by talking in their native languages.
The purpose of this event was to create an uncomfortable situation when people were
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asking the performer questions with them answering in another language to create a
surreal experience. Though the performance began with precise direction on my part,
as the play went along, the characters took their own initiative to create their characters
and it was left to them to do as they wished during the latter part of the performance. I
thought this was good because dreams are, in a sense, uncontrollable and take their
own course. Also, I predicted that type of response from the performers and wanted
them to assert their own will.
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iv: Structures; Division Of Time, Spaces And A Crossing Point To The Future
In The Realm Of Paint.

Space and Structure in Relation with the Peripheral. Front View. Oil on medium-density fiber board.
Three archway panels. 12’ x 6’, 10’ x 6’, and 8’ x 6’.
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Space and Structure in Relation with the Peripheral. Rear View. Oil on medium-density fiber board.
Three archway panels. 12’ x 6’, 10’ x 6’, and 8’ x 6’.

My fourth piece is a combination of all previous works. It dealt with the space and the
importance of a structure. The structure was adapted to create a peripheral point of
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view. In this case, the work was meant to allow the viewer to get a glimpse inside my
soul. How an artist sees, feels, manages, calculates and frees his/her ideas to present
to the world is often kept secret and hidden. Art can be presented in a way that the
viewer experiences the way the artist sees things. To be viewed fully, the viewer must
walk through each of the arches.
Looking at the piece from its front reveals what would normally be a rather traditional
landscape. However, I have inverted the scenery so as to make the ground become the
sky and vice versa. The purpose of this is two-fold. On the one hand, it speaks to my
attempt to depict different layers of existence and it exemplifies the fact that what we
think we perceive may be a trick of the brain as perception may or may not be accurate.
The second reason is that images enter our eye and are then flipped by our brain.
Therefore, presenting the landscape in this manner is, one could say, a more accurate
rendition of what reality might be in the absence of our brains, a manipulation of the
outside stimuli of our world.
The other side of the arches is painted to represent the subconscious world that, in
actuality, creates the veneer of my real world. It is comprised of various visions I carry
with me.

Some are based on my upbringing while others seem to come from

unidentifiable origins. The bases of the first and smallest arch is a depiction of the
streets of my childhood town. They are solid and clear. From them grows the images
of my imagination. The other components of this arch include a rendition of “The Little
Prince” on top of the world.

The imagery of that childrenʼs book for, some reason,

always stuck with me and, as one can see, made its way on to this canvas. My animal
spirit, the eagle, is also present on this arch. He is soaring above the bases and below
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a land that has broken from the earth and is floating in the sky. Also on this arch are
various symbols. The eye peering through a keyhole seeking to learn what mysteries
lie beyond a closed door speaks to my search to learn and explore other worlds. The
other symbols, found on the top arch, are Mayan symbols that carry meanings such as
“portal”, “the artist”, “the painter”, “lineage”, “the child of man”, and “came into being”. I
chose to invoke Mayan symbols for the same reason as my animal spirit: just because.
For whatever reason, that is what came from my subconscious. It felt right. It is me.
The middle arch contains multiple elements. There is a tree to represent family lineage
while doubling as a depiction of the tree of life.

Death is also present, somewhat

gruesomely, with the image of corpses dangling from puppet strings. This represents
the death of others. They are on puppet strings to testify that outside forces and powers
determine our mortality. There is also an alien holding a key below a series of doors.
These doors represent passages to other existences, times and spaces.

It is the

outsider - he who is removed and foreign - who holds the key to these realms. There is
also a self-portrait that contains a strong mechanical component suggesting that the
brain is somewhat like a machine absorbing information from the outside world. Finally,
with a nod to the curiosities and oddities that so often accompany life, there is a fried
egg, sunny-side up, positioned in the center of the crossbeam.

The middle arch

represents the stage upon which we all live our lives.
Whereas the middle arch contains a representation of the death of others, the third arch
represents my mortality with a hopeful desire that I might even achieve some level of
immortality. The reference to death is not hard to miss with the army of Grim Reapers
riding upon horses. Also included on this arch is the likeness of Mother Mary and Jesus
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Christ. Their presence is one that, having been raised Catholic, is inseparable from my
personal sense of what mortality might bring. There is another self-portrait on this arch.
I am seated as though in a cinema, perhaps watching my life from without. Above me is
what appear to be tunnel entrances that lead to undiscovered worlds. In actuality, they
are mortuary vaults.

The crossbeam contains the depiction of books, scrolls and

various relics. These represent the remnants I hope to leave behind and hint at the only
attempt at immortality that we can make; if gone in body, perhaps the knowledge and
works we pass on to others will stand as evidence of our past existence.
The panel structures give us a sense of different cultures being present with the reality
of the architecture being imposed on us and becoming a different world inside our own.
I had a very clear vision of this piece from the beginning. The piece can be observed at
a fast or slow pace depending on the viewerʼs participation. This particular piece invites
the viewer to cross between the point of reality to the surreal. The upside down imagery
is presented as real and the surreal imagery is presented as we usually perceive the
world, right-side up.

The concept of switching the orientation of the two worlds is an

attempt to entice peoplesʼ psyches and to challenge them to think outside ordinary
boundaries and concepts of visual orientation.

The three dimensional painting/

installation is meant to engage the imagination and to promote a sensation that one
might feel as s/he passes through time and space.
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v: Dialog and Resolution to Undertake a Further Understanding.

Reflections on Human Destiny and Art. Mixed Media. Ceramics and
oil on canvas.

The piece entitled “Reflections on Human Destiny and Art” is the reflection of all works
that I made for the thesis.

This particular piece is made of ceramics, raw canvas

painted with oils, a wood frame encrusted with gold leaf, and sculpted metal.

The

materials interact with each other in a positively and negatively confined space. The
repetition and invocation of the elements used in the other pieces is an essential part in
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finalizing the cohesiveness of the whole group of works for this thesis. In this piece, the
idea of boundaries the periphery, space, and structures takes on its own identity. The
revivification in this piece invites the viewer to contemplate beyond what might be
considered ordinary in the arts and, for that matter, human destiny itself. It is for that
reason that the alien figure is holding a question mark in its left hand.
From a distance, Reflections on Human Destiny and Art appears to be a twodimensional painting.

However, as a viewer approaches more closely, the piece is

revealed as being a three-dimensional work as the keyhole is set over the top and
through the picture frame and the three-dimensional ceramic piece is positioned as
though it escaping from the frame. The frame itself is located about a foot away from
the oil-painted canvas depicting the ocean and sky. As with much of the works in this
thesis, creating the mirage that a piece is two-dimensional from afar when it is, in
actuality, a three-dimensional piece speaks to the complexity in the perception of our
universe while simultaneously making a statement that everything has different levels
and boundaries. The mixing of all these elements and their being overlapped, crossed,
coming forward and receding makes the piece one of action.
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SECTION IV: CONCLUSION

The overall body of work was the conglomeration of all of my past experiences brought
into a new realm. Every artist creates art to please him or her own self. Today, art is
anything or anybody; everything counts as art and there are no limitations, parameters
or boundaries that can stop the constant change in societies as well as in the art world.
The constant progression of technology, the speed of new tools, the advanced brain
installed in the human machine that constantly seeks new forms of excitement, the
anxiety of looking for new territories beyond our planet, the wars created by those trying
to gain more power and money, religious institutions trying to maintain their own
identities and gain greater control over peoplesʼ minds, politics and corruption, the
tunnel vision created for the next generations, the news media, the entertainment, and
the ignorance of mankind are all themes in this body of work.
Those who will read this thesis might ask themselves, “What do all of these issues have
to do with the work created by the artist?” The answer lies in the fact that I am a product
of my environment and I am affected by all these issues and the effects of that is seen
in each and every piece of my art. Though these issues have probably always been
around, I question whether or not people were aware of them. I constantly ask myself if
I want to know all the things that happen around the world or if I want to live in some
sort of bubble, unaware of what occurs elsewhere and around me. The contradiction
perhaps, thanks to technology, offers a divine choice; follow or be lost. I am part of this
unrealistic and imperfect world where people die everyday and it seems people do not
care. We humans are a very interesting species. As chameleon reptiles change the
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color of their skin to camouflage themselves in their environments to avoid being preyed
upon, we also transform ourselves to avoid defeat, escape or gain advantage over
situations. As we speed through the process of our everyday lives, we are becoming
more unaware of the situations that are happening around us.

An automatic,

mechanical function in us pushes the button of self preservation which is probably one
of the oldest mechanisms in humans that has existed since our primate ancestors.

I, as an animal, an individual, and with my choice of being an artist, chose to make this
thesis work so as not to forget that, in order to enjoy oneʼs own existence, one must
share it with others.

The art that I made was consciously prepared to share my experiences, dreams, and
visions with the viewer. My art is an action verb of the present, reflected in the past and
transformed into the ideas of the future.

Regarding the installation day for the thesis work, I learned how to better deal with
different kinds of people and situations.

My space was in the back of the gallery

creating a triangular shape coming towards the middle of the gallery.

This space

allowed me to put my triptych in the middle of the back wall and allowed for the rest of
the works to flow around the piece. I could not have asked for anything more than how
the show turned out, from the beginning to the end.

The responses I got from the

people who attended were very gratifying. The two components that may have been
missing in my show were music and lighting. Sometimes we have to be considerate of
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those around us and make small comprises so as not to overshadow peers showing as
a group with you. If I have the chance to do a solo show somewhere, I will definitely
include these components to more fully demonstrate the significance and meaning
behind the works in the performance piece. My work gives a theater stage for people to
step into and feel that they are part of the show. During my investigation and research
of the thesis work, I found how important collaboration was for my work to be a success.
Even though my work has always been individualistic, I started to think that
collaborative work could be equal to or, perhaps, even more gratifying than oneʼs own
work. I have had a marvelous experience during these past two years as a result of
encountering the amazing students who have helped me think of new avenues and
possibilities for art projects. The diverse cultural and social backgrounds of my peers
brought an array of visual and intellectual psychology to my database and contributed to
my progression to the present and what I achieved in this work.
That which is open for me in the future as an artist will be the satisfaction of making
things to fulfill my desires. I hope to never forget that I belong to this planet, to have to
keep my head straight, and that the art that I make becomes art because I command it
to be, as opposed to producing only a shallow veneer of art mandated by the will of
others.
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Illustrations, Sketches and Photographs
of Artworks.
These are some of the illustrations and sketches used
for the final Paintings, Ceramics, Installation and Performance.

Right: Eagle head for the performance

Right: Design of the installation of the
three dimensional panels.
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Right: Image to fill the three dimensional panels.

Right: Image to fill the inside left door in the Tryptic.

Right: Image to cover the 8’ foot panel on the three dimensional panel.
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Right: Sketch of one of the Cabuts “Alien”

Right: Sketch of the main figure inside the Tryptic.

Right: Drawing for the ceramic of one of the Meninas
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Photographs of the Works Before the Reception Night Covered with Black
Cloth.

Front view of my work covered in the gallery space.

!
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Side view picture of my pieces in the Bevier Gallery.

Photographs of the Opening Night Exhibition,
During and After the Show.

The Cast for the performance composed of graduate students and an undergraduate student.

Front row: Sara 1st year graduate student, (Her role was the “Guardian of the Triptych”) next to her, 1st
year student Fatma Alazmi (her role was to assist and photograph the performers).
Back row: Pei-Chien, 2nd year Graduate student (Her character was the “Eagle”, the alter-ego of the
artist). John Paul Remo (His character was the ʻknight”, the guardian of the artistʼs mind). Me (my role
the cameraman). Henrick Sorderstorm, 2nd year graduate student (His role was the “Alien”, playing the
artist as an outsider). Amy Vena, 2nd year graduate student (Her role was to assist the performers).
Mike Tarantelli, a second year undergraduate student (His role was the “Eye”, the eye of the artist).
Picture taken by the other two 1st year graduate students, Wen-Hua Chen (Wendy) and Maasa
Nishimura. Also, behind the scenes was Kevin Giaquinto who also assisted the performers.
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Amy Vena second year graduate of Fine Arts waiting with els Cabuts on the 1st floor
before the performance.
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The Unveiling of the three dimensional painting.
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Pei-Chien, Amy and Henrick, during the show.
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From left to right: Fatma 1st year graduate MFA student, Dr. Thomas Lightfoot my chief Advisor,
and Justin Chick second year graduate MFA student.
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Amy and me, helping Mike Tarantelli to take off the Cabut during the show.
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My friends from left to right: Kevin J. Wilcox, Kelly Hogan, Ben Stephens, Rob Drury.
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View of the inside Tryptic with Sara as the guardian of the Tryptic
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!
The camera man (me) recording the entrance of the Cabuts.
On the right further back my friends Dr. Candide Carrasco and Kevin J. Wilcox.
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View of the back of the Three dimensional Paintings during the show.

Amy helping the performers during the performance.
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Back view of the details in the panels.

Ms. Zerbe Sodervick Professor and Chair of the Extended Studies Department next to Fatma.
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Dr. Ruben Gomez and me on the left, commenting on one of the pieces.
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Picture of the ceramic tea pot next to my guestbook.
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Jose Enrique Portas (me) the artist next to my arches.
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Hello my name is “just a dream”. This is part of the wrapping paper
of a beautiful flower arraignment made by Ms. Zerbe Sodervick.
Professor at RIT and Chair of the Extended Studies Program.
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IMAGES
Page 4 Studio Photograph of Jose Enrique Portas by Jose Enrique Portas Photo booth
Mac. 2011
Page 11 Portas, Jose Enrique. Open My Eyes. Oil on Canvas, 2010.

Page 16 Portas, Jose Enrique. Directions Don’t Exist Unless You Change Them. Oil on
wood panel. 2011. Photograph by Fatma Al azmi.

Page 19 Portas, Jose Enrique. Underlying Boundaries. Mix Media, Ceramics, and Oil
on Canvas. 2011. Photograph by Fatma Al azmi.

Page 22 Portas, Jose Enrique. 2011. Els Cabuts. Paper mache, Fabrics and paint.
Photograph by Fatma Al azmi.

Page 25/26

Portas, Jose Enrique. 2011. Space and Structure in Relation with the

Peripheral. Oil on Medium Density Fiber Board. Photograph
by Fatma Al azmi.
Page 30

Portas, Jose Enrique. 2011. Reflexions on Human Destiny and Art. Mixed

Media, Ceramic, and Oil on Canvas. Photograph by Fatma Al azmi.
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Page 35/36/37 Portas, Jose Enrique. 2011. Sketches for the final pieces. Photographs
by Jose Enrique Portas.

Page 38 Portas, Jose Enrique. 2011. Photos of works cover with black cloth before the
opening night.

Page 39 Photo of the performance cast prior the performance. 2011. Photographed by
Masa Nishimura and Wen-Hua Chen(Wendy).

Page 41-55 Reception night photos by Masa Nishimura Wen-hua (Wendy), Ashley
Billings and Fatma Al azmi. 2011.

Page 56 Portas, Jose Enrique. 2011. Photo of the wrapping paper, Hello my name is
“just a dream”.
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Esta Tesina va dedicada a la memoria de mi abuelo José Porta Carbó, que falleció
en Enero del 2011durante el proceso de esta.

Al mismo tiempo quiero agradecer a mi mejor amigo Kevin James Wilcox, por
todo su apoyo en el proceso de mi trabajo . También quiero agradecer a mi familia,
amigos y profesores que han hecho posible la formación de una realidad hecha un
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